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 148 SCIENCE-FICTION STUDIES, VOLUME 10 (1983)

 Darko Suvin

 Victorian Science Fiction, 1871-85:
 The Rise of the Alternative History Sub-Genre*

 If ever there was in the history of a literary genre one day when it can be said to have
 begun, it is May Day, 1871, for UK SF: "[Bulwer-Lytton's The Coming Race]
 appeared on May 1st, 1871, the day when Blackwood's of Edinburgh also published
 Chesney's Battle of Dorking in their magazine, and by an even more extraordinary
 coincidence the day when Samuel Butler brought the manuscript of Erewhon to
 Chapman and Hall."' This opens a period in British SF which culminates with the
 opus of Wells. It is still unclear whether that period should extend to 1901', to the First
 World War, or indeed to the mid-1930s; I have for practical reasons opted for the
 earliest date.

 The reasons for this date of birth are complex, but there is no doubt that the
 immediate stimuli were the Franco-Prussian War and the Paris Commune of 1871
 and, in a more diffuse way, the political regroupings in the UK attendant upon the
 1867 suffrage reform. But deeper reasons must -be sought in a crisis of confidence in
 social values and stability which-significantly epough-was already becoming
 apparent during the economic boom of the early 1870s, predating the onset of the
 1873-96.economic depression. The term depression came to indicate "a pervasive-
 and for the generations since 1850 a new-state of mind of uneasiness and gloom
 about the prospects of British economy.... [The British boom] drifted inexorably
 downwards... ..Prices, profits, and rates of interest fell or stayed puzzlingly low."'
 Clearly, this "depression," while co-determined by and possibly rooted in economic
 realities, was not confined to them, and it should be taken in the entire range of its
 meanings. The SF outburst after 1871 was one means-one might say one organon-
 for articulating and attempting to explain that range. The aftermath of this outburst
 lasted until 1886, when a second extraordinary irruption of new SF books occurred,
 continuing to the end of the 19th century.

 In the 1871-85 period three main clusters or sub-genres of SF can be
 distinguished: the Extraordinary Voyage, the Future War, and the Altemative His-
 tory (The Coming Race being a syncretic sub-genre unto itself, using and prefiguring

 * The present essay is being prepublished with the permission of G.K. Hall & Co., Boston,
 from their forthcoming volume, Science Fiction in Britain, 1848-1900, to appear later in
 1983. An earlier fragment from this book has been published as "Narrative Logic,
 Ideological Domination, and the Range of SF' in SFS, 9 (1982):1-25, and the reader is
 respectfully referred to its theoretical premises and its survey of SF in Britain, 1848-71, as
 presuppositions for this essay. I wish to acknowledge the help of a Social Sciences and
 Humanities Research Council of Canada Leave Fellowship and of a McGill University
 Humanities Research grant, as well as of comments by Marc Angenot, John Clute, David
 Ketterer, Dale Mullen, and Patrick Parrinder.
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 THE RISE OF THE ALTERNATIVE HISTORY 149

 elements from all three). Here I will discuss only the Alternative History. With 33
 full-size books, it is much the largest cluster of SF at the time.**

 Alternative History can be identified as that form of SF in which an alternative
 locus (in space, time, etc.) that shares the material and causal verisimilitude of the
 writer's world is used to articulate different possible solutions of societal problems,
 those problems being of sufficient importance to require an alteration in the overall
 history of the narrated world. It subsumes but transcends, and eventually supplants,
 the classical utopian (and anti-utopian) form of static anatomy-pure wishdream or
 pure nightmare. In its stead, it develops into a running through of extreme as well as

 ** In the body of this essay, I frequently cite the work I am discussing using only the name
 of the author; but by including (when necessary) a parenthetical date, I trust that the
 reader will be able to ascertain what book I am talking about with reference to the
 following chronological list of Alternative Histories, 1870-86:

 "Mammoth Martinet, His Royal Highness." The Gorilla Origin of Man. 1871.
 M., J.W. The Coming Cromwell. 1871.
 "'McCauley, Motley Ranke" [pseud.J. Chapters From Future History. 1890 [i.e.,

 18711.
 Butler, Samuel. Erewhon. 1872.

 [Dudgeon, Robert Ellis]. Colymbia 1873.
 Jenkins, Edward. Little Hodge. 1873.
 Maitland, Edward. By4nd By. 1873.
 [Blair, Andrew]. Annals of the Twenty-Ninth Century. 1874.
 In the Future. [1I75?1.
 Verne, Jules, The Mysterious Island. 1875.
 Soleman, William. Caxtonia's Cabinet. 1876.
 Verne, Jules. The Child of the Cavern. 1877.
 Payn, James. 'The Fatal Curiosity," in his High Spirits. 1879.
 Verne, Jules. The Begum 's Fortune. 1880 [18791.
 Greg, Percy. Across the Zodiac. 1880.
 Hay, William Delisle. Three Hundred Years Hence. 1881.
 "Lang-Tung" [pseud.J. The Decline and Fall of the British Empire. 1881.
 Besant, Walter. The Revolt of Man. 1882.
 The Dawn of the 20th Century. 1882.

 "Green, Nunsowe" Ipseud.1. A Thousand Years Hence. 1882.
 Trollope, Anthony. The Fixed Period. 1882.
 [Welch, Edgar L.?]. Politics and Life in Mars. 1883.
 "A Square" Ipseud. of Edwin A. Abbott]. Flatland. 1884.
 [Brookfield, Arthur M.]. Simiocracy. 1884.
 "An Eye-Witness." The Socialist Revolution of 1884. 1884.
 Robinson, E.A., and G.A. Wall. The Disk. 1884.

 [Wise, Clement]. Darkness and Dawn. 1884.
 "Coverdale, Henrey Standish"I [pseud.]. The Fall of the Great Republic (1886-88).

 1885.
 "An Ex-M.P." A Radical Nightmare. [18851.
 John Haile. 1885.
 Jefferies, Richard. After London. 1885.
 The New Democracy. 1885.
 "S.L.S." [pseud. of J. St Loe Strachey]. The Great Bread Riots. 1885.

 The place of publication for all of the above is London; but Besant, Trollope, and
 Brookfield were published also in Edinburgh. In the Future, The Dawn of the 20th
 Century, John Haile, and The New Democracy are, of course, anonymous. For biographi-
 cal sketches of all identifiable writers on the list, as well as for fuller entries and
 annotations, see Part One of my G.K. Hall book (*).
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 150 SCIENCE-FICTION STUDIES, VOLUME 10 (1983)

 intermediate possibilities and outcomes. To this end, its narrative procedures are-
 with Bulwer, Chesney, and Butler, and then with Greg and others in the 1880s and
 '90s-gradually and haltingly adapted to needful "realistic" dynamics. The result is
 analogous to (and midway between) a formal game like chess and a military general
 staff's "playing through" of realistic alternatives for future compaigns. The Future
 War form is thus, among other things, a signal for the model role of war for all social
 conflicts in class society, particularly in the increasingly unified and totalizing world
 arising precisely in the second half of 19th century.

 It is a nice point of theory just what such literary clusters as the Alternative
 History should be called. Provisionally, I would hold that it is not a full-fledged
 literary genre, but a literary form or convention in the process of aspiring to the status
 of, or hesitating on the verge of becoming, a sub-genre. This form comprises two
 main variants, the comico-satirical and the serious Alternative History. There is no
 "pure' comical or satiric work in my corpus, since such a tale would go beyond the
 limits of even a generously interpreted SF and into the genres of whimsy or satire.
 Rather, comedy and/or satire is here always integrated with a more or less serious
 depictibon of an alternative historical locus, however perfunctory (e.g., Mammoth
 11871 1) and/or parabolic (e.g., Welch [ 18831 and Abbott [ 18841). On the other end of
 the Altemative History spectrum, the "pure" serious works, though possible, are
 always in danger of crossing over into their non-fictional intertexts: blueprint,
 political tract (positive program or awful warning), or prophecy. The ascendancy of
 Alternative History at this time can be seen in the fact that 17 other titles could
 arguably have been included as further examples.3 (I have chosen not to treat them
 here because I felt that all 17 had either an unclear genological status, or were better
 discussed as part of another period.) Indeed, theoretically even a Future War text has
 to be thought of as a specialized Alternative History, both exemplary and narrowed
 down to military matters for contingent reasons of daily politics.4

 In the terms of narrative logic, the comico-satirical texts of Alternative History-
 in proportion to their non-seriousness- induce not a coherent but a fragmentary
 "absent paradigm." Instead of cohering into the illusion of an alternate reality, the
 comical or satirical elements of the narration are each directly applicable to elements
 or aspects of the addressee's view of the world-to the ideological evaluations and
 certainties concerning particular matters of religion, politics, economics, etc. Thus,
 the comico-satirical Alternative History has to be evaluated according to both the
 relevance of the empirical matters it is gunning for and the radicalness of the
 estrangement to which it subjects these matters; it is always transitive and often on
 the verge of outright allegory. The incompatibility of the syntagmatic novelties in
 these texts is thus not simple incoherence but a play with direct and frequently
 recurring transitions between each face of a novelty that can give rise to estrange-
 ment and the reader's "normal" ideological view. As a rule, the satire-however
 vehement- will also be playful- i.e., more concerned with the multiplicity than with
 the focusing of its references (only the masters, such as Swift or Wells at his best,
 manage to fuse both). Non-satirical comicality is always more concerned with textual
 surface than with transitive effects, and it can therefore easily drift into the vicinity of
 either whimsy or banality.5

 In proportion to the texts' distance from serious extrapolation, and their
 vicinity to comedy or satire, their fictional locus is more vehicle than tenor; hence, it
 is not a narratively dominant element and cannot serve as a meaningful basis for
 classification within SF. To constitute a class of "Martian stories," say, or "Symmes'
 hole" stories would make as much sense as allotting the biblical parable of the
 mustard seed to "agricultural stories" or Brecht's The Good Person of Setzuan to
 "Chinese stories."6

 Finally, as Alternative History became established and familiar to readers, it
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 THE RISE OF THE ALTERNATIVE HISTORY 151

 began increasingly to branch out and be used for ancillary purposes. Alternative
 History is basically a totalizing form on the level of the narrative signifier, and it
 necessarily suggests a global alteration on the level of the signified. However, it also
 began to be used for presenting limited historical alterations, single rather than
 multiple, brief rather than permanent, or individual rather than collective. At this
 time, two main groups of such texts developed-those, dealing with very brief,
 point-like political events, and those concerned with techniques and inventions
 which intervene in an individual's life but do not change the social totality.7 When it is
 not of small relevance, this development is always logically dubious and narratively
 strained, but it was destined to grow after 1886 and mushroom into giant proportions
 in mass 20th-century SF. Somewhat more legitimately, Alternative History began also
 to be used for focusing on separate problematic sectors of social life (e.g., the
 countryside in Jenkins [ 1873]). As ideological discourse, however, this form contin-
 ued to move between the poles of knowledge and power, liberation and containment.
 Narratively, this means it increasingly blended the shocks necessitated by fiction's
 progressively decisive commodity status with the tranquillizations necessitated by the
 social disciplines of the age; so that even the sternest critics, such as Butler, were only
 battering at parts of the existing bourgeois consensus. However, this period culmi-
 nates, in the mid-'80s' texts of Abbott and Jefferies, with the first serious hints of a
 radical, possibly catastrophic otherness.

 I shall begin by dealing with the years 1871-79, the time of the 1871 breakthrough for
 SF in the UK and of its immediate publishing consequences-initially stimulating
 and from 1876 on saturated-and divide the Alternate History texts into comico-
 satirical and serious.

 1.1 The comico-satirical Altemative Histores consist principally of Butler's (1872)
 and its direct echo in Dudgeonfs (1873). ("Mammoth" 11871 1, Soleman [1876], Payn
 [1879 ], and Brookfield 11884] also belong here, but their semi-comical works are too
 nugatory to merit consideration.)

 "Erewhon was not an organic whole," Butler confesses in his Preface to the
 revised (1902) edition; and in fact, for all its qualities it might have been written by the
 Erewhonian professor of Inconsistency and Evasion. Not only are the half a dozen
 main thematic fields flimsily connected, they are often incompatible. Moreover, the
 argument inside each field proceeds through a bewildering, if often drily amusing,
 series of feints, reversals, and paralogisms which are also mutually incompatible.
 They range from simple topsy-turviness, through a dragging into the open of hidden
 British assumptions, to a debunking exposure which is as often as not finally balanced
 by some form of cynical justification:

 For property is robbery [writes Butler, echoing the anarchists], but then, we are all
 robbers or would-be robbers together, and have found it essential to organize our
 thieving, as we have found it necessary to organize our lust and our revenge.
 Property, man-iage, the law; as the bed to the river, so rule and convention to the
 instinct; and woe to him who tampers with the banks while the flood is flowing.
 (12:96-97)8

 However, the Erewhonian rationale for the above two main subjects in Un-
 reason Studies is that they develop "faculties which are required for the daily conduct
 of affairs" (21:162). Butler's satire may be additive and fragmentary, but it largely
 reposes upon two of the realistically most relevant social common denominators, or
 perhaps one twin common denominator: religion and money. His satire flows out of a
 deep revulsion against Puritan hypocisy and industrial civilization-which Butler
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 152 SCIENCE-FICTION STUDIES, VOLUME 10 (1983)

 with considerable acuity identified as the two main aspects of a single, if many-
 headed, monster. His best puns span this denominator: the classification of people by
 their horsepower- in which classes express "the number of limbs which they could
 command" so that "none but millionaires possessed the full compliment of limbs"
 (25:197)-unveils the secret that "those who are worth most are the worthiest"
 (25:198). The Erewhonian horror at offences against health is, first, no sillier than the
 bourgeois horror at offences against property (indeed health is intrinsically more
 important than social rules); and second, don't we all shun "those who are either poor
 or poorly?" (10:81). His plot begins with an imitation of Swift translated into colonial
 prospecting for fortune ("hopes of making money," 6:55), and continues with a
 splendid Bunyanesque but anti-Puritan allegorical pilgrimage "up the river" to the
 sources, past the cruel, idiotic, and hollow-headed Evangelistic Ten Commandments-
 the "chanting" (4:46) of which threatens to throttle him-and into the "promised
 land" of beauty and fertility (4:49). The plot ends, in some of the bitterest and most
 direct satire in the text, with the proposal to evangelize the Erewhonians by means of
 a limited liability society and a colonial gunboat. In between, the text is sprinkled
 with references to both money and religion in the most surprising places. In the
 middle of the charming fable of the Unborn, the latter are threatened with a life that
 is equated with a rentier's investments: "For you must live on your capital; there is no
 investing your powers so that you may get a small annuity of life for ever: you must eat
 up your principal bit by bit, and be tortured by seeing it grow continually smaller and
 smaller...." (19:147). The obvious autobiographical echoes are not so important as
 the light this dependence throws on the hate-love for the industrial and banking
 system, for religious institutions aptly named Musical Banks. Thus it is that "Money is
 at the bottom of all this to a great extent" explains the relations between parents and
 children (20:152); or that students of painting have to pass exams in the prices of all
 leading pictures: "The artist, they [the Erewhonians] contend, is a dealer in pictures,
 and it is as important for him to learn how to adapt his wares to the market ... as it is
 for him to be able to paint the picture" (22:168). In brief, "Money... is the sacrament
 of having done for mankind that which mankind wanted" (20:154).

 The basic difficulty with this clever and very relevant financial sacramentalism,
 which points to the constant Victorian confusion of God with Mammon,9 is that the
 narrative attitude towards it is never clear. Sarcasm goes hand in hand with "utter
 reverence... .for the things which are, which mould us and fashion us, be they what
 they may; for the things that have power to punish us, and which will punish us if we
 do not heed them; for our masters therefore" (20:155). The passages which I have
 italicized (in a place as near as Butler gets to utter seriousness) show up the cruel
 limitations of his bourgeois realism. The discourse of liberating knowledge is in
 Erewhon held in check by the discourse of power; the artist is balanced by the dealer.
 The most famous-not necessarily the best segment of Erewhon ingeniously
 extends Social Darwinism to the machines and ingeniously argues that they might
 grow into masters of a mankind they render content. But what might have become an
 important parable on Benthamite societal machinery dominating people, in a man-
 ner correlative to capitalist industrial revolution, is defeated by the overwheiming
 literalness of the narrative vehicle. Yet the literal hyperbole by itself is both absurd
 (luddism is incompatible with Erewhonian prosperity) and retracted (the disturbing
 menace is tamed by the unlikely combination of agrarian monarchy and capitalist
 banking). Butler's "Book of the Machines" fragments the space of knowledge and
 makes causes into effects. Just as he separated money from production, so he
 separates tools from the uses they are put to in a given economic system: both money
 and machines are considered as transcendental entities, unmoved movers.

 An anti-Puritan Puritanism, a compromise "neither-norism" as Barthes would
 say, a hesitation between Swiftian bite and final tranquillization is at the root of
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 THE RISE OF THE ALTERNATIVE HISTORY 153

 Butler's stance. This corresponds well to his ambiguous social position as a cautious
 rebel from the upper middle class, revolted by its religious and business hypocrisies
 but relying financially on it (on his clergyman father and on speculative investment),
 and therefore hedging his bets, fearing his instincts, and revering what he hates. The
 initially beautiful Erewhonians turn into grotesque grimaces, and the name of the
 conventional beloved with whom he finally flees-Arowhena- testifies that she is
 not only the genius loci of Erewhon but also (according to Butler's anagramatic
 method of naming) "a/an whore." Religious and business hypocrisy may be satirized
 (that was a staple pursuit of conservative preaching); however, the two dominant
 Victorian taboos- work and the working class, sex and women-are dismissed by
 anti-industrial nostalgia (the explicit refusal of machines) or Victorian propriety (the
 tacit suppression of fertile beauty-i.e., of the future).

 Despite all that, Butler's discovery of the paradoxical place, the country where
 the ulterior motives within the writer's society could be brought to the surface, was
 potentially bold and for his time hugely stimulating. I would hold that his influence
 was sustained, if much slower in coming and less apparent than Chesney's and
 Bulwer's explosiveness. It began with Dudgeon (1873), an eccentric friend of Butler's
 who added to much feebler satire enthusiasms for optics and underwater life; it was
 revived in the second half of the 1880s (Carne-Ross, "Genone," Glrove) to and it lasted
 well into the 20th century.

 1.2 The major serious Alternate History texts in this decade consist of Maitland,
 Blair, and the anonymous In the Future, and of Verne's The Mysterious Island, The
 Begum sFortune, and (perhaps) The Child of the Cavem. They could be distinguished
 by location, but their overall effect is better explained by distinguishing between the
 classical utopian anatomy of a static situation and the modern process of historical
 development. A narration set in the future, a "future history," is in the long run the
 easiest form for presenting development," but a wily writer can use to that purpose
 even a contemporary island, as Verne managed in his foreshortened parable of the
 rise of bourgeois civilization in The Mysterious Island. It is still easier to take More's
 and Swift's (and Bulwer's) tack of recounting the coming into being of the present
 state.

 Bulwer had realized that recounting developments renders possible a more
 direct political polemic. The "developmental" Alternate History tales-the long-
 range future histories and Verne-can be said to proceed along the lines traced by
 The Coming Race. This does not necessarily imply direct influence (Verne, Maitland,
 and Blair clearly went directly to Saint-Simon), but merely that Bulwer's model
 developed central societal contradictions and thus became for a time inescapable.
 The acute and all-pervasive bourgeois dilemma of collective vs. individual is from
 Bulwer on articulated by some basic proceedings. First, a validation-a principle of
 believability-has to be found for both the isolation of a given social problem-
 expanse and the solution of the problems. Sometimes the validation is simply a
 matter of ethico-religious necessity; however, it becomes increasingly more believa-
 ble to incorporate ideology into a postulated new technology, validated by a natural
 science which had either fused with or supplanted but in any case taken the role of
 religion- a science that was in effect magical (e.g., Bulwer's "vril"). Furthermore, the
 problem-expanse is, in the best and norm-creating cases, broad and twofold, invol-
 ving overall politico-economic organization (crucially: the role of labor and the
 working class) and erotics (the role of sex and women). Any sophisticated treatment
 contained close, often allegorical, correspondences between these "public" and
 "private" problems. Their radically subversive solutions were communism and erotic
 freedom, both of which Bulwer characteristically dealt with ... .and neutralized. They
 certainly haunt all Victorian SF as its logical (if sometimes unacknowledged) furthest
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 horizons. I shall therefore discuss the remaining six texts with regard first to their
 validation (science and religion), politics, and protagonist, and then to the position of
 "problematic Others" (women, non-White races, and laboring classes), followed by a
 general conclusion.

 The validation for isolating and solving the problems chosen is in Maitland
 (1873) an individualist intuition which, though compatible with scientific technology
 (aeronautics and a vague magnetic energy), is overwhelmingly directed towards
 transcendental religiosity. The genius-hero's use of his aircraft not only for his
 symbolic adventures but also, above and beyond them, for communing with a
 super-race of "angels' who live at the borders of atmosphere and ether, exemplifies
 this mediating relationship of science. As complementary alternative to Bulwer's
 Toryism, Maitland's religiosity rejects collectivist social organization, "ecclesiastic or
 communistic" (i.e., gentry Catholicism or working-class socialism), and takes
 Protestantism to its logical conclusion in its vision of elite individuals communicating
 directly with higher, occult powers. His hero is accordingly a latter-day Christ in the
 guise of an international aeronaut. Uniting the best in Teutonic heredity with the
 royal blood of Arnold's Hellenic and Hebraic descent, this millionaire from the
 English inside circle is a Saint-Simonian planner and executor of the geographic (the
 Sahara Sea) and political remodelling of the last holdout against enlightenment, dark
 Africa. He thus puts the capstone on the world system of a corporate neo-capitalism
 which brings into partnership capital and labor.

 In Blair (1874), by contrast, the union of science and religion is rather under
 the sign of a positivist Deism mixed up with various utopian socialisms, and progressing
 from one technological wonder to another. History and nature (a Chinese invasion
 and an earthquake) first had to wipe out the pride of London, Oxbridge, and the
 Conservative aristocracy; but the prudent hesitation between Jacobinism and anti-
 revolutionary declarations becomes evasive by opting for quantitative expansion, to
 cover first scientific control of our planet, then interplanetary contacts and coloniz-
 ing. Going McCauley and Lumley at the same publisher's (viz., Tinsley) one better,
 Blair makes the autobiographic narrator president of the World Republic, the hero of
 a flight to the Moon (where he contacts superior, unfallen beings from the nearer
 planets) and finally of a flight to Jupiter. All this is comprised in a long, bombastic, and
 badly-written medley of the most disparate borrowings (underground and Moon
 journey from Verne, Moon inhabitants from R.A. Locke's Moon Hoax 11835],
 angel-like Venusians probably from Lach-Szyrma'sAleriel 1 18831, etc., ad nauseam).
 Blair's is nevertheless of interest as the kind of thing which I believe made an
 impression of the young Wells: as evidence of a\ crystallizing genre, and as an
 expression of plebeian resentments and technocratic wishdreams on the part of the
 middle-rank professionals (Blair was a young, probably poor medical officer in rural
 Scotland), but also in its mixture of science, political but anti-revolutionary utopianism,
 and extraordinary voyage.

 The anonymous In The Future (1875) adopts the cleanest variant: it assumes
 that after a revolutionary period a scientific superstate has emerged, capitulating the
 empire of Alexander and the Caesars both in its geographic extension and in its total
 statism: there is State possession of land and capital; but most importantly, a State
 religion-only this time, a positivist rationalism- is obligatory for the citizens. The
 validation is mostly left to a fusion of the text's suggested "paradigm" of a coherent
 new world and the reader's genological and intertextual presuppositions- and this is
 likewise the case in much of the best SF to come, from Abbott and Jefferies on. Its
 plot concerns the underground struggle of Christians (as well as Moslems and
 libertarian anarchists) for confessional tolerance, which struggle seems well on its
 way to success as the text, by happy accident or by excellent narrative design, breaks
 off.
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 Finally, Verne's paradoxical utopian liberalism- to touch once more, briefly,
 on his well-known presuppositions- had as its primary inner logic the extraordinary
 voyage, but it could also deal with exemplary island-like spaces, validated by the
 pre-Darwinian science of measuring and classifying in the guise of exploratory
 mapping. In his most optimistic parable, The Mysterious Island (1875), scientific
 knowledge and help from Providence allow a group of castaways, a collective
 Robinson Crusoe, to establish a community joyously united in the exploitation of
 nature and attainment of civilization. But if co-operative, this community is strictly
 graded. At its head is the ideal Saint-Simonian engineer, organizer, and thinker Cyrus
 Smith. He is flanked by two loyal seconds, an aide and an heir, both gifted classifiers,
 and by two comic servants; eventually, a repentant dastard and an agent of Provi-
 dence are also discovered to complete this microcosm's social Chain of Being. Only
 very marginally intersecting with SF but still, I feel, belonging here as a parable is
 Verne's Child of the Cavern (1877), set in a fantastically huge, underground mining
 grotto, where emblematic representatives of industrial progress and luddite ob-
 scurantism battle it out to the final triumph of the forces of Light. The parabolic
 microcosm grows both more threatened and more mawkishly simplified: science
 conquers working-class superstition and snatches renewed prosperity out of the jaws
 of catastrophe, but only in the nick of time. This theme is better developed in the also
 somewhat hasty Begum's Fortune (1879), whose memorable parts deal with the
 super-industrialized police mini-state of Stahlstadt rather than with the vaguely
 roseate countermodel or urban utopia of France-Ville. In this parable, capital can be
 equally invested in a collective concentration-camp hell or a hygienic city of free
 enterprise and family houses (based on the medical utopianism of a writer who also
 dabbled in SF, B.W. Richardson)"2 devoted to religion, science, and education. The
 final victory of the g6od needs by now a deus ex machina, and, even more importantly,

 peaceful liberal enterprise has become, antithetic to the most advanced technology.
 In a universe of irreconcilably opposed interests, utopianism breaks down with the
 divorce of science from religious morals. The validations of Vern's narrative worlds
 remain scientific, but science is turning from open-air harmony to strangulating
 prisons. In startlingly close parallel with the ascension to power of finance capital at
 the expense of industrial capital (or on a political level, with the imperialist division of
 the world), science in The Begum sFortune is allied at least as much with destruction
 and speculation as with creation and commerce, with thermodynamic death as with
 differentiated life, with the power of tyrannic collectivism as with individuals
 co-operating without the war of each against each. In five short years Verne has
 advanced from Saint-Simon and Scott to Dickens and Wagner (both recognizable in
 this last text).

 As always, the position of women is both a good ideological indicator and a
 narrative equivalent to the position of the text between the discourses of repressive
 power and liberating knowledge. Maitland's melodramatic allegory (1873) drama-
 tizes the hero's transcendence of physical instincts and calculating reason by means
 of two failed marriages with women who incarnate these principles and who (some-
 what heterodoxly) are thus his equivalent of Christ's cross, just as aeronautics is of the
 Assumption. A compromise between "the long conflicting ideas of the Home and the
 Commune" (I:6:29)'3-i.e., of the nuclear family and wider interests-is embodied in
 a travesty of Fourierist "clubs" as well as in more flexible rules of marriage and
 divorce. However, women are physically, and therefore politically (?!-in an age of
 magnetic aircars?), inferior to men. In brief, Maitland proposes to revoke the
 established status quo of Victorian institutions in religion and sex in order to make
 them more perfectly individualistic, but only insofar as this makes for the more
 consistent development of an elite. His most interesting ideas can therefore be found
 in his long critiques of Victorian starchiness, but the Disestablishment of official
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 religion does not basically alter the social role of women. It is also accompanied by a
 naive argument for "Anglo-Teutonic" superiority and a racist depreciation of Asians
 (the dastardly second wife is of Eurasian "breed") and tropical races, the latter
 "[unworthy] of preservation" (11:7:162). A mixed treatment is accorded to the Jews
 who rule Palestine as powerful but grasping and vengeful capitalists (an idea probably
 taken from Bodin's Roman de l'avenir [ 18341, just as the aeronautic love melodrama
 mixed up with empires might have been taken over from "Lang's" The Air Battle
 118591 and Voss's Ini 11810 1).14 Finally, the working class is represented as being
 dogmatic and prone to constituting hereditary castes! The sympathetic plea for full
 individual development thus turns out to have been meant for White, male, and more
 or less affluent individuals only. While the mawkish and preachy text is today difficult
 to read, it is of considerable historical importance as the first detailed, if rather
 melodramatic, examination by a UK writer of alternative world-politics, and as a
 remarkably prescient answer to The Coming Race with respect to the way in which
 Maitland brings capitalism, a ruling elite, and a family based upon private property
 up to the age of super-Leviathans and corporate jet-setting.

 The situation in Blair is in a way worse, inasmuch as women, sex, and family
 are simply absent from his narrative world; and after the initial Chinese conquest of
 Britain, so are the non-White races. His future Terran characters have one classical
 Greek and one English middle-class name-signifying, I suppose, that class's
 assumption to classical status-while the planetary aliens are simply nearer to God.
 To the contrary, In the Future's names are truly international, and the inclusion of
 Godwinian anarchists is amazingly liberal in the best sense. On the other hand, its
 limits are indicated by the restricted focus; by the curious final suggestion of a second
 birth of Jesus; and by the curious compromise on workers and women (the ethnically
 different lowest workers-of yellow race, but modelled on the Irish in Victorian
 England- are left unprotected, while native-born higher workers are protected by
 strict State rates; women can choose between being career "outdwellers" and
 home-making "indwellers," but cannot change or mix the two). In Verne's worlds, as
 always, the only women are 'a la Walter Scott: pure maidens waiting for the protago-
 nist. The industrial proletariat, where found, is menacingly correlative to dark
 satanic mills; and the supernumerary servants from other races, when not absent, are
 either treacherous or farcical. Chinese coolies are welcome to build the garden-city
 of France-Ville but not to live in it. In the perfect liberal utopia of Mysterious Island,
 there are no women at all (and thus no future: the island is destroyed by Providence in
 a volcanic earthquake and the heroes providentially saved); there are no aborigines;
 and of the two manual laborers, the White is a loyal crew-member and the Black
 devotion personified (which does not prevent him from having an instinctive affinity
 for a tamed orangutan; Brookfield repeats the identical commonplace in his politi-
 cal satire). This boy-scout avoidance of erotics and industry might be explained
 by the juvenile audience aimed at. But such a "landing point" in turn testifies to how
 even a writer of the greatest talent could break through only within "a more timid
 institutional framework, one more easily watched over by social censorship" and
 requiring the narrative form of an accelerating closed circle (explicit in the Extraor-
 dinary Voyages), the verisimilitude of bourgeois realism, puerile sexual morals, and
 interpolation into existing scientific knowledge-in sum, "a taboo on all radical
 exteriority."'5

 This radical exteriority is in fact what the presentation of sexual, political, and
 biological Others (which for the male White writers of the bourgeois ideological
 consensus meant respectively women, the lower classes as workers, and aliens) shows
 or avoids showing. Bulwer cleverly managed to do both at once. Maitland (1873) and
 the anonymous author of In the Future (1875?) are careful (just as Butler was) to
 claim that they composed their fictions before The ComingRace, thus disclaiming its
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 influence. But methinks they protest too much. As indicated earlier, at the least all
 three (as well as Dudgeon and Blair) would not have been published without the
 success of The Coming Race; and typologically, the serious Alternative Histories are
 all counterprojects to it. True, they differ mutually in style, subject-matter, etc.
 Qualitatively, the utopian anatomies are all near the dogmatic pessimum, and Blair is
 thereabouts too; Maitland-narratively undistinguished but ideationally important-I
 would put in the middle range, while In the Future is surely "a long-lost near-
 masterpiece of SF"'6 My discussion of them has, I hope, shown that they touch on
 parts of the same set of problems, within the same polarities of discourse (power vs.
 knowledge), or the same horizons and dilemmas of the bourgeois individualist
 consensus. Verne, with increasing precariousness, affirms that consensus; Maitland
 (in a response which is the obverse of Butler's) partially modernizes it; while In the
 Future presents a worse alternative updated from the past. Blair's clumsy but
 sweeping book foreshadows a third possible modification of the consensus, destined
 to be picked up by "Green" (1882) and then to become dominant after 1886 either by
 itself or as subordinating the other two-that of dodging the qualitative issue by
 concentrating on quantitative technological expansion, geared to an increasingly
 plebeian reading public. But up to the 1880s, the significant texts still had as their
 main addressee the upper-middle classes- i.e., the affluent bourgeoisie and the
 upper professionals. This holds for Maitland (1873), In the Future (1875?), and Butler
 (1872), along with Bulwer and Cheiney.

 In the years 1880-85 the Alternative Histories are twice as frequent as in the '70s, a
 very significant statistical deviation from the 50% rise of all SF (if the Battle of
 Dorking controversy in 1871 be disregarded). Furthermore, the utopian anatomy has
 disappeared, and the comico-satirical variant is clearly ebbing: except for Brookfield
 (1884), mentioned earlier, one can find it only blended with the serious variant, in
 Welch (1883), Abbott (1884), and partly in "Lang-Tung" (1881), "An Eye-Witness"
 (1884), Jefferies (1885), and The New Democracy (1885). The Alternative History
 settled down to become the dominant SF form, overshadowing its rivals, the Future
 War and the Extraordinary Voyage. This is also the time when SF attracted UK
 writers known from other genres- a phenomenon already detectable between 1848
 and 1880 (witness Rowcroft's The Triumph of Woman..., 1848; Helps's Realmah,
 1868; Bulwer, 1871; and Payn, 1879), but now far more obstrusive, to judge from the
 number and names involved: Trollope, Abbott, Allen, and Jefferies, as well as the
 subsequently more eminent Besant and Strachey.

 The by now established main tradition of full, developmental Alternative
 History, flowing out of Bulwer and supplanting the utopian anatomy, was continued
 and sometimes developed further in the '80s in a number of texts, the most significant
 of which are Greg, Abbott, and Jefferies. Again they may be divided into two groups,
 the coarse and the relatively sophisticated.

 2.1 The coarse Alternative Histories from the 1880-86 period comprise those by
 Greg, Hay, "Lang-Tung," Besant, and Trollope. Greg's (1880) is a rather repulsive but
 historically important attempt to combine the generic traditions of Extraordinary
 Voyage, politico-religious propaganda through "realistic" developmental descrip-
 tion, and historical-cum-sentimental adventure of the Fenimore Cooper or Dumas
 the Elder stripe plus an admixture of exotic exploration. The portion of Across the
 Zodiac that has best resisted time is, clearly, the long and careful account of
 interplanetary travel. It is based on Poe and on "Trueman" (The History of a Voyage
 to the Moon..., 1864), whose influence appears in some details of Martian life as well
 as in Greg's device of an anti-gravity force and in the basic composition of the
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 book- space-travel followed by biological and societal description of a narratively
 surveyed planet. Greg, however, translated elements from these two predecessors
 through the medium of Vernian careful verisimilitude, stripped of its juvenile eupho-
 ria: space-travel is becoming a grim business rather than the harbinger of utopian
 wonders to be found. (Wells was to remember this congenial ambiguity towards
 science in both his space and his time-travel tales.) Greg's center of gravity is, as usual
 in these Bulwerian tales, not in the travel frame but in the picture of the place arrived
 at. His is a counter-project to The Coming Race, important not simply in the overt
 ideology vehiculated but in the analogously coarsened and diluted narrative form,
 whose reliance on the intertext of sentimental and adventurous melodrama points to
 E.R. Burroughs'7 and the broad band of modern SF approaching the banal pessimum
 even more strongly than the intertexts of realistic space-travel and anti-utopia point
 toward Wells.

 The diluting is at work in the not-too-coherent plot, aimed scatter-shot fashion
 at valorizing all of Greg's pet reactionary prejudices. Politically, democratic suffrage
 in the Martian past had dispossessed "the intelligent, thrifty, careful owners of
 property" (5:126)18 and led to horrors of a despotic and unnatural erotic Commu-
 nism, defeated only after bitter civil war; and once re-established, "order and
 property" (5:130) are under the sign of equally despotic State scientism. The common
 denominator of the two systems is their disregard for and suppression of religion and
 the nuclear family-and therefore, of all affection. The utopian absence of poverty,
 illness, and legal discrimination thus leads, in the tired old cliche, to the suppression
 of individuality. The fallacies of these constructs are abundant and wide enough to
 drive a truck through: why should Communists be against science? why should
 anti-Communists be scientific dogmatists? how can legal equality coexist with abso-
 lute monarchy and polygamy?- and so on and so forth. But for revealing Greg's
 mentality, it might be enough to note his entirely unresolved attitutde towards science.
 The space-voyage unquestioningly presupposes the operativeness of science, as do
 many of Greg's Martian elements, from the ubiquitous electricity incongruously
 coupled with the labor of trained animals to the much-touted notion of material,
 indeed "immediate and obvious," "self-interest las] the only motive that certainly and
 seriously affects human action" (5:137). Yet Greg rejects science just as mindlessly
 whenever he remembers religion, and he forgets it the moment he thinks of women.

 The coarsening can best be gauged through the most curious role allotted in
 Greg to women. Their legal quality since the suppression of Communism has been
 unaccompanied by economic equality and is anyway unnatural to their central
 pursuit of marriage and maternity, so that "they are only too glad" to barter it for "the
 dependence, coupled with assured comfort and ease, which they enjoy as the
 consorts, playthings, or slaves of the other sex" (5:134). The model followed is that of
 an Islamic seraglio (the narrator is an English officer who seems to be familiar with
 West Asia). A tenuous hint of satire on the bourgeois marriage-market as well as the
 sentimental uplift of love for the child-bride Eveena (the prototype of Wells's Weena)
 are quite submerged in a pathological genteel gloating, where sadism is barely
 contained under a nobly forbearing masochism. These are Greg's most original-
 and sickest- passages, suggesting in their protracted descriptions of an exasperated
 pasha in an upper-class harem, spiced with references to an authoritative male amid
 adolescent inmates of an Italian convent, the pornographic, indeed paedophiliac,
 wishdreams of the Victorian bourgeois-"decently" veiled, of course (ust as the
 wives were). The diatribes against science and logic for suppressing affection,
 religion, and family draw their violence, no doubt, from this sexual suppression on
 Greg's part. This first makes of the text a somewhat clumsy alternation of anti-
 utopian sermonizing, exotic travel-tale, erotic titillation, and finally political conspir-
 acy. These, in turn, make nonsense of the political anatomy and the conspiracy that
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 provides the backbone of whatever plot remains, by basing the plot simultaneously in
 occult sciences and a Martian quasi-Christianity, as well as in a revolt against a
 supposedly unnatural system on the part of an elite disliked by the people. In Greg's
 Manichaean universe, the conspiracy in the name of a higher law that cannot count
 on either the reigning power or the people is necessarily a secret society.-9 The
 germinal idea of a religious conspiracy against a scientistic universal monarchy taken
 at its crisis-point probably comes from the eminently consistent In the Future, but
 that text's logic Greg liquidates in a slapdash imitation of Sue or Dumas the Elder. A
 secret society is the political equivalent of Bulwer's "vril": it serves as magical way out
 of plot difficulties and logical impossibilities. Consonant with Greg's extreme elitism,
 it is a counter-ruler rather than an instrument of liberation. But even with the help of
 it and a sentimental sacrifice by the child-bride, Greg can end the text only by leaving
 its world: the narrator flies back to Earth, where he presumably crashes, leaving his
 manuscript.

 Four works immediately following upon Greg remain within the cheerless
 spectrum of reactionary banality in the SF of the early 1880s. On the credit side of
 Hay's Three Hundred Years Hence (1881) is the kind of framing system which
 Bellamy later adapted in Looking Backward: a historian introduces revised phono-
 graph lectures by an academic colleague. Also not without potential merit is Hay's
 hypothesis of a super-Malthusian overpopulation running into 12 digits and balanced
 against staggeringly developed technology (much as in Blair, that technology mani-
 fests itself in transportation, in the conquest of undersea and underground worlds,
 and in a new vril-like force). But the debit side is overwhelming. The scientific
 hyperboles are deployed as companion-pieces to a super-Social-Darwinism. In con-
 nection with his other SF text, The Do6m of the Great City (1880), this indicates that
 Hay was interested in the sensationalist narrative system of shock plus tranquil-
 lization- evident also in his powerless "Empress"- more than in the nuance of
 sensationalist ideology used. The text's long descriptions culminate in a chapter
 gleefully jusfifying, after various super-wars and the extermination of all animals, the
 deliberate annihilation of non-White races too in order that the fittest and the best
 may eventually survive. This frenzied genocidal racism is validated both by biology
 and religion, and makes of Hay's "Social Government" a true-blue example of
 proto-fascism, destined to become influential in spite of (or is it because of?) its
 awkward style. "Lang-Tung" (1881-the pseudonym is perhaps a Sinicized take-off
 on Lyt-ton?) uses the similar pseudo-historiographic form of a Chinese textbook of
 English history 1840-1981, for his brief hodge-podge of political predictions full of
 professorial howlers, which include Ireland's secession, civil war, and reunion, and
 culninate in Bntairfs becoming Communist (i.e., dominated by free love and atheism).
 The climate then gets (literally) colder, and the Chinese send in missionaries to
 re-civilize these barbarians.

 If treating of women at all, almost all SF from 1848 through Bulwer (1871),
 Maguire (The Next Generation, 1871), Butler (1872), and Maitland (1873), to
 H.C.M. Watson (Erchomenon, 1879), Greg (1880), and Hay (1881) treats them
 scurvily or at least ambiguously. (The only exceptions are a few Communist utopias,
 notably, the anonymous Etymonia [18751. Even there, however, the protagonists
 and/or narrators remain male.) The first novel-length put-down of women in UK SF
 is Besant'sRevolt of Man (1882), written in direct response to the women's emancipa-
 tion movement. Bulwer's ambiguous role-reversal is here absolutized and at the same
 time is isolated from Watson's linkage with Communism, evolution, humanism,
 etc. -which nevertheless still operates between the lines (the names of Watson and
 Besant stand here simply as present examples for widespread intertextual attitudes).
 Besant's is an embarrassing text, another perfect confinnation of Wellss hypothesis
 about the failure of imagination evident in going for the shallowest laugh. The
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 21st-century England in Besant is constructed on one single device: that of heightening
 the simple reversal of male domination (women head the State, the armed forces,
 social life, etc.) with sub-Aristophanic hyperboles (males are totally repressed; young
 men are married off to ugly old women; politically England is an oligarchy;
 commercially, industrially, and culturally, it is ruined, etc.). The unstated pre-
 supposition- that women's rule will not be like men's, but catastrophically worse-
 reposes on the commonplace that nature has constructed women for sentimental
 love and family life, and nothing else (neither topos is at all argued in the text). When
 a few pathetic cases of persecution lead to a plot and eventually a rebellion, the
 opposition is only half-hearted, and the younger women rejoice: "We shall take our
 place-we shall be the housewives; we shall be loving and faithful.... [M]an must
 rule outside the house" (13:316).20 This earliest UK gender-role reversal novel already
 exhibits the stock assumptions of its kind: first, that the fictive situation of

 dominant women and subservient men ... is a reversal of the natural order. Usually
 this is pointed out by having a truly masculine man.. .woo and win the most
 important female.... Second, that sexual relations, natural or reverse, require
 dominance and subservience. Hence the conclusion implied is that sexual equality
 is simply impossible.2"

 All this seems to have made for the appeal of Besant's novel to Blackwood's
 readership, the higher bourgeoisie: it was a decided critical and financial success,
 with a sale of 12,000 copies in two years and a popular reprint in the mid-'90s.Y A
 dozen years later, in Hichens's The Green Carnation, the Oscar Wilde persona
 attempts to get rid of his intellectual faculties by reading Besant's complete works: he
 does not accomplish the self-lobotomy, but the choice of modus operandi is excellent.

 In such company, Trollope's The Fixed Period (1882) looks a bit better than it
 would otherwise, but it remains a perfunctory affair. It is neither clearly satirical, as its
 antipodean location on Butler's model might suggest, nor seriously consistent, as its
 100 years in the future might. Its handling of its exclusive subject-matter-compulsory
 euthanasia at the age of 67.5, which Trollope himself was just coming to-puts it on
 the border between a full-fledged Altemative History and one deflected into per-
 sonal or individual history. The device of having the fanatic antagonist, the political
 originator of the "fixed period" law, narrate the tale is promising, but the promise is
 not kept: the societal context is not related to the novelty. "Brittannula" is simply a
 small Britain with some incidental burlesque (mechanized cricket) as well as echoes
 of Trollope's enmity to democracy (and possibly to Irish Home Rule)-nobody is
 eager to be the first to die. Then, too, the issue of euthanasia was in the bourgeois
 ideology of the period inextricably connected with atheism, communism, free love,
 subversion, etc.; and accordingly, Butler's satiric proposal, the resolution of matters
 by means of a colonial gunboat, is something that Trollope takes up seriously,
 perfunctorily adding a Bulwerian super-gun. Though The Fixed Period is not based
 on adolescent but on adult-indeed, old-age-fears (and therefore had no success),
 sadly it still belongs in the shallow company of The Revolt of Man.

 2.2 In contrast to the texts already considered (i.e., in 2.1), the remaining four works
 of "totalized" Alternative History-by "Green," Welch(?), Abbott, and Jefferies-
 testify to the use of the form for more sophisticated and less reactionary purposes. In
 Green (1882), 2000 years of future history take a curious narrative form, notable in its
 implications, yet clearly not under full control. A group of friends who constitute a
 Cockney "Universal Discussion Society" find themselves in 2,882 (or possibly the
 narrator finds their identical equivalents there- the matter is left without any
 explanation, except for the final indication that all was a dream). Interestingly, they
 are of various social classes, from rich merchant to artisan and sailor (in 2,882, a
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 spaceship navigator); each is named after a color and devoted to one social function
 or cognitive category (statistics, science, politics, travel, etc.), but all come together in
 inter-class amity, as parts of the spectrum. Green's future brings a fantastic increase in
 population and in the achievements of science; and as can be seen from the title, A
 Thousand Years Hence, his is a counter-project to Hay's Three Hundred Years
 Hence which uses and improves upon Blair's Annals of the Twenty-Ninth Century. A
 mass welfare state, based on a democratic blend of workers' co-operatives, huge
 corporations, and state enterprises, has employed close calculation, some brutality,
 and a dream-like ease to emancipate women, unite the world, repress crime, breed a
 new aristocracy of merit through sexual selection, find a new energy, and eventually
 reconstruct Earth and go to the planets. The spatial progression is consonant with the
 temporal optimism: in Green's solar system, each planet exerts a discreet brotherly
 watch over its outward neighbor (e.g., the Venusians watch over us, while Mars,
 under our egis, is just repeating the UK's 19th-century history of reform and
 progress). Our voyagers find that Lunar Man has died out, but upon entering the Sun
 they find the "Upper Solars" with an extra "causation sense," which permits them
 (shades of Laplace!) to calculate conduct and the future. Finally, in 3,882, comets are
 mined for oxygen and nitrogen, and faster-than-light flight allows the observation of
 past history. Most of this comes from Flammarion's Stories of Infinity (Recits de lin-
 fini, 1872), and is probably the first echo of him in UK SE At the end of A Thousand
 Years Hence, a Fourierist sympathy pervades the bodies of our Solar system and
 begins to spread throughout the stellar community. This collection of disjointed S-F
 wonders is narratively amateurish end politically a prefiguration of technocratic
 neo-capitalism; but it is a historically important text "which very effectively uses
 philosophical curiosity as dramatic device, which fearlessly conceives of prospects in
 an unlimited and dynamic future, and which already closely approaches the most
 audacious anticipations of Wells, Haldane, and Stapledon."I3 Less radically but more
 coherently than Blair, Green expresses the ideology of science-oriented middle
 professionals and aims at a significant updating but not at a fundamental subversion
 of capitalism. Wells was to hesitate between presenting some of its elements as
 frightening (e.g., the mass cities in When the Sleeper Wakes) or admirable (e.g., the
 classification of people in A Modem Utopia), and one can find more than one
 foretaste of American SF in it- all based on such writers' kindred social addressees
 and ideologies.

 Politics and Life in Mars (1883), attributed to Welch, reverts to Kant's idea that
 the further a planet is from the Sun, the more advanced it is. Welch's aquatic Martian
 society is not only medically, technologically, and politically superior (it has
 co-operative property and participatory democracy, women's rights, disarmament
 with international police); it is also used for a sustained satire of terestrial institu-
 tions, primarily of English politics in regard to Ireland, religious divisions, and
 political-cum-economic privilege. The planetary locus for once helps to validate a
 fully fledged, libertarian utopianism of the "warm"-current type within socialism, and
 in this respect Welch is superior even to "Trueman" or Etymonia. Though his text
 deftly interweaves satire and panorama, it is, unfortunately, narratively mediocre
 (possibly due to the haste in which a Grub Street writer had to compose it), and it
 therefore will not stand comparison with the half-a-dozen "good" texts that I have
 discussed so far, from Rowcroft (The Triumph of Woman...., 1848) to Green (see my
 model in SFS No. 26). Nonetheless, it shows that a large popular publisher (viz., Low,
 Marston) believed that there was a sufficient amount of interest for quite radical
 views in the UK of 1883 to economically justify the book's publication.

 This is confirmed by Abbott's Flatland and Jefferies' After London, works
 which are the culmination of this period and which signal the break-up of Bulwer's
 (and Verne's) model, at least in "good" SF Both are built around a novum at once
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 original and authentic-i.e., irreducible either to an earlier discursive model or to
 the witless "mechanical transposition of 'this-worldly' paradigms."24 Abbott (1884)
 brings off the coup of most adroitly fusing lucid geometrical didactics and a satirical
 parable about class-society perception, politics, and behavior. H-is setting, a two-
 dimensional space peopled by geometrical figures, is at once amusing and the best
 kind of abstraction, allowing Abbott to bring out the invariant backbone of some
 central power-relationships in class society in a manner not unworthy of the fertile
 analytic abstraction of Darwin and Bacon (whom he knew of) or indeed of Marx
 (whom he did not). The Flatland males "rise... in the scale of development and
 nobility" from the "Soldiers and Lowest Classes of Workman," who are isosceles
 triangles, through the Middle Class of equilateral triangles and the Professional Men
 and Gentlemen, who are respectively squares (as the lawyer-narrator is) and penta-
 gons, to the Nobility, ranging from hexagons to increasingly many-sided polygons,
 and finally the "Circular or Priestly order" (I:3:8-9).21 A male child has one more side
 than his father, but this "Law of Nature' does not always apply to tradesmen (the
 middle class), "still less often to the Soldiers, and to the Workmen;- who indeed can
 hardly be said to deserve the name of human Figures, since they have not all their
 sides equal" (1:3:9), nor to the offenders against morality, who revert toward Irregu-
 larity. This witty system, described by a narrator who is made to oscillate between the
 author's mouthpiece and an unreliable dupe, is similar to but more consistent than
 Butler's; and in spite of occasional lapses into headmasterly humor, in tone and
 effectiveness Flatland approaches Gulliver's Travels. The comparison extends to
 Abbott's political acuteness. For one thing, the narrator, finally enlightened by a
 millennial revelation that there exist more than two dimensions, is imprisoned for
 spreading that subversive gospel, so that his account attains the status of that new
 variant of "a manuscript found in a bottle"-i.e., "a manuscript smuggled out of
 prison," prefiguring the overtly revolutionary tales of Jack London and later SE
 Further, there are the remarkable demystifying passages strewn through the text,
 such as:

 The occasional emergence of an Equilateral from the ranks of his serf-born
 ancestors is welcomed, not only by the poor serfs themselves, as a gleam of light
 and hope shed upon the monotonous squalor of their existence, but also by the
 Aristocracy at large; for all the higher classes are well aware that these rare
 phenomena, while they do little or nothing to vulgarize their own privileges, serve
 as a most useful barrier against revolution from below. (1:3:10)

 It is generally found possible-by a little artificial compression or expansion on the
 part of the State physicians-to make some of the more intelligent leaders of a
 rebellion perfectly Regular, and to admit them at once into the privileged classes; a
 much larger number, who are still below the standard, allured by the prospect of
 being ultimately enobled, are induced to enter the State Hospitals, where they are
 kept in honourable confinement for life; one or two alone of the more obstinate,
 foolish, and hopelessly irregular are led to execution. (1:3:11)

 Most significantly, however, a sample of the 120 major rebellions and 235 minor
 outbreaks recorded in the annals of Flatland is given in "the Colour Revolt." After
 two or three modest attempts on the subject by others (e.g., by the writer of In the
 Future), this is the first sympathetic and concrete account of a plebeian rebellion in
 UK SF; and in its way, it is as impressive as William Morris's more famous accounts in
 "A Dream of John Ball" and News From Nowhere. Abbott's Revolt blends elements
 of Roman history, the Middle Ages (Wat Tyler's revolt), UK Reform struggles, and
 the French Revolution, and he enthuses in Wordsworthian accents about its early
 success, which changed the whole of existence: "To live was then in itself a delight,
 because living implied seeing" (1:8:33).
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 Nor is Abbott's revolutionariness confined to politics only in the narrow sense.
 This is also the first work of SF that I can think of in which female subjection is seen
 both as enforced by the ruling class and its religion to form the basis of the social
 order and as issuing in desperate domestic circumstances, with frequent murders and
 suicides. Women are the lowest class of Flatland, a simple straight line, dangerous
 and inferior- "the Thinner Sex," whose "miseries and humiliations" are "a necessity
 of their existence and the basis of the constitution of Flatland" (1:4:16-17). Abbott,
 moreover, acknowledges the psychologically oppressive effects of such a reality:
 reactionary women organized by priests are an important factor in the defeat of the
 "Colour Rebellion," which had initially appealed to them. This astoundingly radical
 vision extends to a profound recognition of a male "bi-lingual, and I may almost say
 bi-mental" (I:12:49) double standard, which soothes women with emotional pseudo-
 deference, reserving cynical realism for male discourse (in this respect, the text
 remains unmatched in English-language SF until the modern feminists), and it is thus
 that our narrator's final vision includes the realization that the despised qualities of
 women-affectionateness, mercifulness- have to be integrated into all humans.

 The psychology of Flatland's apparently two-dimensional figures, it is safe to
 infer, is more realistic and richer than tle "realism" of Besant and Co.: the panicky
 resistances of Abbott's narrator to superior insight and its slow fading are further
 touches of genius. Swiftian satire, profound political and psychological realism,
 scientific analogy (reinforced by the delightful visions of Lineland and Pointland)
 -all of these fuse into a philosophical, cognitive, and Promethean parable:

 For why should the thirst for knowledge be aroused, only to be disappointed and
 punished?....ILlike a second Prometheus, I will endure this and worse, if by any
 means I may arouse ... a spirit of rebellion against the Conceit which would limit
 our Dimensions to Two or Three or any number short of Infinity. (11:19:87)

 Such accents had been unknown in British SF since Frankenstein (the tale of their
 exemplary retraction). They lead directly to Morris and Wells, and indeed to the
 realization of Zamyatin's kindred mathematician-narrator that there is no final
 revolution as there is no final number. Cleverly adapting Carroll's and Verne's
 strategy of subsuming but transcending the juvenile reader, Abbott's is in truth "A
 Romance of Many Dimensions"; in its thoroughgoing democratism, it is addressed to
 the best minds in the new reading public generated by the Education Act of 1870,
 with its obligatory primary schooling. In Flatland, a radical Protestant is for the nonce
 protesting the unholy union of determinist theology, clericalism, terror-based
 brainwashing, and class privilege. The consistent and radical novum of such a
 Flatland is inseparable from its witty parable: the book is not an allegory about
 England but its (and therefore not only its) hidden truth, arrived at by an interaction
 of science, political philosophy, and satire. While Abbott's vision is not without its
 limits (economic production and relationships are beyond his ken), Flatland is
 certainly an SF masterpiece. It is one of the very rare Victorian texts which have not
 only semi-indirect continuations (in Hinton; in Schofield's Another World 118881,
 which misuses- Abbott and Hinton to prove Christian spiritualism; and through the
 "fourth dimension" speculations of Hinton, and possibly Newcomb, in Bierce and
 Wells2) but also a direct, though feeble continuation in the 20th century (e.g., in
 Burger's Sphereland [ 1965 1). A popularity that has persisted to the present day is the
 poetically just reward of this delightful halfway house between the Alice books and
 We.

 Jefferies (1885) is in some ways both more radical and less satisfying than
 Abbott. The break with Victorian political system appears more complete in After
 London, for it envisages with equanimity and indeed with relief the total obliteration
 of bourgeois civilization. The latter is symbolized by the terrible oozy mass and
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 miasma of the marshes covering what was London-the site of financial wealth,
 aristocratic pride, luxury, and death (represented, respectively, by the gold coins, the
 china with heraldic animal decorations, the diamond, and the moldering skeleton-
 impressions our hero finds when he accidentally blunders into that evil place). This
 episode, along with the opening chapters, comprises After London's finest pages,
 fusing into a nauseated and nightmarish vision the impoverished countryman's and
 the yeoman-cum-artisan-descended intellectual's loathing of capitalism, mechanical
 "progress," urbanization, the "villadom" of Philistine smugness- a loathing, in short,
 of upper-class pride and prejudice based on monetary power.

 From "Lang," Chesney, and Blair to Wells's The War of the Worlds and beyond,
 London and all that it stands for- Cobbett's "Great Wend'-is the prime target of a
 destruction either arising out of or playing on the fears of popular resentment.
 Jefferies' is possibly the clearest expression of that resentment. By the same token, the
 disappearance of bourgeois England in his book is also more disturbing than right-
 wing prophecies of doom-from O'Neil's (in 2000 Years Hence 1 18681) to Watson's
 and Hay's-which follow the pattern of biblical Apocalypse by justifying the final
 catastrophe either as a cleansing followed by the Millenium or at any rate as a divine
 Judgment redeemed (for the righteous) in Heaven. Jefferies, on the other hand, is a
 thoroughgoing, if one-sided, materialist. His historian-narrator expressly shrugs off
 "those whose business is theology" (1:3:16) and clearly suggests that the cause of
 "Wild England's" coming, though disputed in an age of barbarity and confusion, is a
 natural one.

 Thus, the shock in Jefferies is not induced for the purpose of titillation, nor is it
 offset by immediate tranquilization. The society arising "after London"- after "the
 richer and upper classes made use of their money to escape" no one knows where-
 arose out of the lower classes and provincials andiost all knowledge of "the secrets of
 the ancients" (1:3:16-17), which persisted only as legends and rumors (a staple of all
 catastrophic SF since). After many generations, the social order consists of primitive
 villages and small towns scattered amid a vast forest, feuding with each other, with the
 Bushmen, gypsies, and bandits in the forests, and with the powerful Welsh, Scots, and
 Irish troops that range throughout the country. Most importantly, a vast geological
 change has hollowed out central England into a large lake, a new geological
 dispensation on whose shores the tale takes place. The social system is a stifling petty
 feudalism, a concoction from classical, medieval, and oriental traits analogous to
 industrial capitalism inasmuch as it de facto means slavery for the overwhelming
 majority of people (another very important contribution to SF topoi, due more to
 analogous roots than to writers reading Jefferies).r7 Only the nobles (and their
 licensed merchants) remain literate, though they are more interested in fighting and
 court intrigues than in reading. What we are shown, then, is a "rotten and corrupted
 [societyl, coarse to the last degree ... held together by brute force, intrigue, cord and
 axe, and woman's flattery" (11:18:17 1).28 No wonder such a picture had-and contin-
 ues to have-small success with the reading public of the bourgeois consensus. It is
 neither a progressive future, nor a pleasant Rider-Haggard-type evasion into the
 world of a superman hero.

 And yet Jefferies is deeply ambiguous about his setting. In one way it consti-
 tutes a Dark Age hyperbole, or reduction to the absurd, of the war of each against
 each that he himself felt victim of in the bourgeois society. But in another way, it is
 also a setting where his usually sensitive, thoughtful, impractical, discontented, and
 proud young misfit can work out his destiny, bringing it to a happy ending impossible
 in capitalist civilization. The aptly named Sir Felix passes through the liberating
 education of adventures around the lake; his sailing activities are this technologically-
 regressed world's equivalent of flying in other 19th-century SF, a liberation from
 hugging the soil: "he left that hard and tyrannical land for the loveliness of water"
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 (11:21:188). His sailing adventures and some special prowesses finally lead him to the
 kingship of shepherd tribes, and we leave him as he goes to fetch his beloved into the
 fort being built for him. This open ending does not seem to me a blemish, since it is
 clear that our hero has succeeded in finding himself. It is, however, difficult to
 imagine his life afterwards, or indeed his life as anything but a questing adolescent-
 the second part of After London is pure quest-romance. Nor is the problem simply
 that the first part is a historian's account of "The Relapse Into Barbarism" (1: 1:1), an
 "imaginary chronicle" well known in the tradition of Alternative History (but never
 before so beautifully done), and that the narrative voice in the second part at times
 uncomfortably hesitates between that of omniscience and the historian's fragmentary
 knowledge. Jefferies' puzling ambiguity lies mainly in the incompatibility of stance
 and tone between, on the one hand, the mature Darwinian objectivity towards
 (vegetable or human) nature, with its blind processes of wasteful fertility, and, on the
 other hand, the fairy-tale wishdream with the focus on the boy-man hero, his courtly
 love, and his kingship-an individualist, escapist salvation outside the world of the
 chronicle. The break with the political system is not accompanied by the break with
 its underlying world-view or structure of feeling.

 This logically, but not ideologically, untenable ambiguity between fatalism and
 voluntarism stems, no doubt, from a personal refracting of Jefferies' social position. It
 is remarkable that he is the only UK SF writer to spring from the working people
 between 1848 and 1885 (and with Thomas Lee, the writer of the unjustly neglected
 Falsivir's Travels of 1886, probably the only one until 1900). His father was a
 financially unsuccessful small dairy farmer, hard hit by the severe agricultural
 depression; his mother came from a London artisan family of draughtsmen, engrav-
 ers, and printers (the class that had at the time of the French Revolution produced
 Blake). Just because Jefferies was intelligent, sensitive, and personally idiosyncratic,
 he was also typical of- and a limit-expression for the structure of feeling of- the
 class with two souls, the small working farmers. They were manual workers, produc-
 ers who felt, feared, and hated the power of the city, and moneyed classes, and
 industrial capitalism; and their exasperation over their blighted lives was such that
 practically no price, not even the downfall of this civilization, was too high for getting
 rid of what Jefferies called that "machinery for extortion" (p. xvii). He himself became
 a radical plebeian democrat, an admirer of Whitman and Swinburne, consistently
 and vigorously anti-clerical, anti-aristocratic, and anti-capitalist, at times practically
 an agrarian communist (e.g., in his essay "Saint Guido": cf. The Open Air). Conse-
 quently, there is far more parabolic satire in After London than is usually allowed for.
 This is no mean feat when it is remembered that provincial farmers were the political
 reserve of the Tories (their last revolutionary period having been Cromwell's), though
 undoubtedly Jefferies was helped along by his mother's class heritage of plebeian
 near-intellectuals. On the other hand, the small farmers were also small landowners,
 and Jefferies' ideal was theirs: the independent small homestead (hyperbolized in
 Felix's royal fort). Most important, his class ideology amounted to exasperated
 individualism: the more the blind forces of society (rather than nature) pressed on
 and oppressed that individualist independence, the more pronouncedly that class
 clung to its individualism, to the sense that one's destiny should and could be resolved
 by standing "free" and alone against the world-as Felix does. It is clear that Felix's
 adventures on the farm and on the site of London are a transposition of Jefferies'
 existential struggles; I suspect the intervening sections are such too. Thus, the second
 part of After London seems to be a kind of private allegory, not integrated with what
 is presented as a glaringly non-private, caste world. Only Felix's final magic kingship
 is pure compensatory wishdream. The split consciousness of the small farmer class
 seems to me, finally, also why the reasons for the catastrophe oscillate between the
 cosmic and the economico-political (e.g., the ruin of the farmers!).
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 Nonetheless, After London is finally an important and seminal text. It is very
 significant to have translated the Ruskinian metaphor of "the storm-cloud of the 19th
 century" into a consistent framework of a decisively different world and history, even
 if Jefferies oscillates between satirizing and welcoming that world. In his book, the
 tacit consensus between the writer and the existing ideological hegemony has been
 radically broken, even if instead of a counter-hegemony we fall back into petty-
 bourgeois fairy tale. And after all, even that fairy tale has, ever and anon, romanti-
 cally exhilarating, Hugoesque aspects. Principally, they consist in the innovating
 delight of redrawing maps, in the new, often pristine and unexplored shores of the
 great midland lake that our lucky protagonist explores in his buoyant canoe. After
 London, too, remains a near-masterpiece of Victorian-which here means anti-
 Victorian, upsettingly Other-SF. It contributed significantly, if mostly by negation,
 to shaping the vision of a future which would be truly alternative to the framework of
 bourgeois civilization. True, the joyous relief of fertile nature-the free forests and
 lakes- obliterating all traces of the old, did not extend to ushering in a human
 collective freedom. This silence points to the ideological dead-end of Jefferies'
 individualism; but it is also due to the imperative necessity not to offend the
 middle-class public on which the ailing writer depended for his livelihood- a public
 prepared to accept any strangeness and even critique that did not present a workable,
 positive Otherness-a subversive challenge. Even so, after reading this text, a
 socialist like William Morris could feel strengthened in his convictions: "I know now
 I that 'civilization'I is doomed to destruction .. .; what a joy it is to think of and how
 often it consoles me to think of barbarism once more flooding the world, and real
 feelings and passions, however rudimentary, taking the place of our wretched
 hypocrisies...."29 Jefferies influenced few SF writers thus, perhaps only Hudson and
 Morris; but through Morris, he reached to Wells and beyond.

 NOTES

 1. I.E Clarke, The Pattern of Expectation 1644-2001 [sicl (London, 1979), p. 144.
 2. E.J. Hobsbawm,Industry and Empire, vol. 3 of The Pelican Economic History of

 England (Harmondsworth, UK: 1980), p. 127. On cultural periodization of the Victorian
 discourse, see my essay "The Social Addressees of Victorian Fiction," Literature and
 History, 8 (1982):11-40, with its bibliography for further reading.

 3. The 17 works are: (1-2) Harting and Maguire, both published 1871, but dealt
 with as belonging to the 1848/70 period in my "Narrative Logic..." (cited in the first
 asterisked footnote to this article), for reasons explained in that essay; (3-7) five SF tides
 dealing with a putative civil war in Ireland or with radicals dominating the London
 municipality, themes brought to a head after 1886 and deserving a full discussion
 elsewhere; (8-10) three titles of what I propose to call the "private" Alternative History:
 works that present one limited novum which does not interact with the public framework
 or background of the narration but is confined to its interstices or foreground, so that it
 does not affect the whole narrative universe but has an impact only upon a limited, private
 circle-the best example at this time being Bellamy's Dr Heidenhoff's Process; and
 (11-17) seven titles-Bracebridge Hemyng, The Commune in London [1871?1; The
 Island of Atlantis, 1871; "Hermes" (pseud. of Benjamin Lumiley), Another World, 1873;
 Back Again, 1880 [ 18741; Mortimer Collins, Transmigration, 1874; "Merlin Nostradamus'
 (pseud. of Frances R Cobbe), The Age ofScience [ 1871 ]; [H.C.M. Watsonl,Erchomenon,
 1879; and William Delisle Hay, The Doom of the Great City [18801-which belong to
 various types of genologically incoherent pessimums. All of these are discussed in my
 forthcoming book (on which, see the first asterisked footnote).

 4. This is palpable, e.g., in "McCauley" (1871), where the consequences of the war
 bring significant political change, as well as in The Begum 's Fortune by Verne, where the
 villain attempts to change history by means of military technology allied to repressive
 authoritarianism.
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 5. This relationship is the obverse of what was discussed in section 2.2 of my
 "Narrative Logic... ." (SFS No. 26). See that essay also for this one's theoretical premises,

 educed from Marc Angenot's "The Absent Paradigm" (SFS, 6 119791:9-19), and for
 further bibliographical information.

 6. The trickiness of exclusive categorization by possibly quite secondary elements
 such as the narration's locus, without regard to their narrative importance, is one reason
 why there are often one-sided annotations in the pioneering and very meritorious
 bibliographies in this field: I.F Clarkes Tale of the Future (London, 1978), George
 Locke's Voyages in Space (London, 1975), and Lyman Tower Sargent's British and
 American Utopian Literature, 1576-1975 (Boston, 1979)-works which mention many
 texts from this essay and which I have consulted with profit. Other pioneering and
 thematically useful secondary works dealing with many texts of 19th-century Alternative
 History are V. Dupont's L'Utopie et le roman utopique dans la litterature anglaise
 (Toulouse & Paris, 1941), Angele Botros Samaan's The Novel of Utopianism and Prophe-
 cy, Diss. Univ. of London, 1962, and-most comprehensively-J.O. Bailey's Pilgrims
 Through Space and Time (1946; rpt. Westport, CT: 1972). However, their judgments are
 by now largely superseded, and this holds also for the early article by I.F Clarke, "The
 Nineteenth-Century Utopia," Quarterly Review, 296 (1958):81-91. More recent partial
 surveys are Robert M. Philmus's Into the Unknown (Berkeley, 1970), Lyman Tower
 Sargent's "Women in Utopia," Comparative Literature Studies, 10 (1973):302-16, John
 Michael Christensen's Utopia and the Late Victorians, Diss. Northwestern Univ, 1974,
 and Mark R. Hillegas's "Victorian 'Extraterrestrials,"' in Jerome H. Buckley, ed., The
 Worlds of Victorian Fiction (Cambridge, MA: 1975). To my mind much the most
 stimulating, if brief, judgments are to be found in R.D. Mullen's reviews of 19th-century
 reprints in SFS, 1 (1974):300-05, 2 (1975):95-97; 179-95, and 3 (1976):294-304; even
 where I disagree, I have learned much from them. Significant works dealing with a smaller
 number of texts are sometimes mentioned when these are discussed, but see also my
 Metamorphoses of Science Fiction (New Haven & London, 1979), pp. 301-03, foi the
 works of Barron (ed.), Beauchamp, Beer, Bloch, Cohen, Elliott, Gove, Messac, Morn,
 Mumford, Nicolson, Parrington, Patai, Sargent, Schepelmann, Schwonke, and Sussman.

 7. Expressly short-range and therefore point-like presentations, without much
 room for historical causes and effects, are the texts by J.W.M. (1871), Jenkins (1873-though
 this is a text remarkable for focussing on the disastrous agricultural situation in the UK),
 "An Eye-Witness" (1884), Wise (1884), "Coverdale" (1885), "An Ex-M.P." (1885), The New
 Democracy (1885), and Strachey (1885). These texts will not be discussed further here.

 8. Quotations from Butler refer to the pagination of the New American Library text
 of Erewhon (NY & Toronto: 1960).

 9. Cf. Max Weber, The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism (London,
 1930), R.H. Tawney, Religion and the Rise of Capitalism (Harmondsworth, UK: 1938),
 and Jerome Hamilton Buckley, The Victorian Temper (NY, 1964), chap. 6: "God and
 Mammon." For secondary literature on Butler see my Metamorphoses..., p. 302.

 10. In the SF published in the UK between 1885 and Wells, most clearly in: Joseph
 Carne-Ross, "ed." (i.e., written by), Quintura [1886]; "Hudor Genone" (pseud. of William
 James Roe), Inquirendo Island (1886) and Bellona's Husband (1887); and W. Grove, A
 Mexican Mystery 118881 and The Wreck of a World (1889).

 11. Cf. the discussion in sect. 2.2 of my essay cited in the first asterisked footnote.
 12. Sir Benjamin W. Richardson, eminent physician, wrote the long historical

 romance The Son of a Star (1888), one episode of which is both technological and utopian
 SE More importantly, one whole segment of his 70 titles promoted public health and
 hygiene, and there is evidence his planned city of health "Hygieniopolis" influence Verne's
 France-Ville. See Clarke, The Pattem of Expectation, pp. 174-76, and cf. B.W. Richardson,
 Vita Medica (London, 1897) and Arthur S. MacNalty, A Biography of Sir Benjamin W
 Richardson (London, 1950).

 13. Quotations from Maitland refer to the pagination of Gregg Press reprint of By
 and By (Boston, 1977).
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 14. For "Herrmann Lang," see my essay in SFS No. 26. Julius von Voss's novel Ini
 (Berlin, 1810), set in the 21st century, had a great echo at the time throughout Europe-
 e.g., even in Russia (cf. Manfred Nagl, Science Fiction in Deutschland I[Tlibingen, 1972]
 pp. 37-40).

 15. Angenot, "Science Fiction in France Before Verne," SFS, 5 (1978):64-65. The
 SF sub-genre of Extraordinary Voyage is discussed in a preceding section of my G.K. Hall
 book(*).

 16. R.D. Mullen, "The Arno Reprints," SFS, 2 (1975):185.
 17. This is suggested, with none of my negative connotations, by Sam Moskowitz

 ("Across the Zodiac: A Major Turning Point in Science Fiction," introduction to the
 reprint of Greg's novel by Hyperion Press [Westport, CT: 19741, pp. i-v), who also notices
 that fiction's intermediary position between "Trueman's" and later interplanetary tales.
 See on Greg also Bailey, Dupont, Mullen (as per my n. 6), plus Leo J. Henkin, Darwinism
 in the English Novel 1860-1910 (NY, 1940), pp. 249-51; John Clute's entry about Greg
 in The Encyclopedia of Science Fiction, ed. Peter Nicholls (London, 1979), and Brian
 Stableford, 'Across the Zodiac," in Survey of Science Fiction Literature, ed. Frank N.
 Magill, 5 vols. (Englewood Cliffs, NJ: 1979), 1:11-15.

 18. Quotations for Gregg refer to the pagination of the Hyperion Press text
 (Westport, CT: 1974).

 19. Umberto Eco, Il superuomo dirmassa (Milan, 1978), pp. 97-98; cf. also Angenot,
 Le Roman populaire (Montreal, 1975), passim.

 20. Quotations from Besant refer to the pagination of the Chatto and Windus text
 of The Revolt of Man (London, 1901).

 21. Sargent, "Women in Utopia," p. 310. Cf. also Joanna Russ, "Amor Vincit
 Foeminam," SFS, 7 (1980):2ff., as well as the rest of that special issue of SFS (No. 20).

 22. See Samaan, op. cit., pp. 388, 397ff., and 404.
 23. Dupont, op. cit., p. 468; my trans.- cf. his detailed account of this text on pp.

 458ff.

 24. Angenot, "The Absent Paradigm," p. 16; cf. also section 1.2 of my essay in SFS
 No. 26. On Abbott, cf. Philmus, op. cit., pp. 66-69, and Jane Hipolito and Roscoe Lee
 Browne, "Flatland," in the Magill Survey..., 11:792-95.

 25. Quotations from Abbott refer to the pagination of the Dover Publications text
 (NY: 1952).

 26. For Hinton and Newcomb, also in relation to Wells, see H.G. Wells: Early
 Writings in Science and Science Fiction, ed. Robert M. Philmus and David Y. Hughes
 (Berkeley, Los Angeles, & London: 1975), p. 49n.

 27. That the return to earlier social formations constitutes in Jefferies-and most
 SF ever since-a parable for relationships within capitalism is borne out by the fact that
 the slavery in AfterLondon is a financial one! Jefferies' parable here is openly displayed as
 a parallelism in his Dewy Mom and some of his other works-e.g., "Thoughts on the
 Labour Question," cited in the splendid work by Edward Thomas, Richard Jefferies
 (London, 1978), p. 271. Jefferies has been much written about-the latest significant
 entries being: John Fowles, "Introduction" to After London (Oxford, 1980); W.J. Keith,
 Richard Jefferies (Toronto, 1965); and Raymond Williams, The Country and the City (St
 Albans, UK: 1975), pp. 232-38-but there is still place for a thorough revaluation. The
 prescient idea that capitalist society was devolving into a new feudalism was at the time
 After London came out just becoming popular among "alternative" intellectuals, and in
 SF eventually found expression in a flood of works, beginning with Wells and Jack
 London. But already in 1873, Bellamy was writing on "The Feudalism of Modern Times,"
 drawing analogies between "the old political and modern commercial feudalism" (quoted
 in A.E. Morgan, Edward Bellamy I NY, 1944J, p. 108), while Brooks Adams set up a Law
 of Civilization and Decay (London, 1895), and, fuming against monopolies, announced
 that Americans were "passing from contract to servitude" (Centralization and the Law
 lBoston, 19061, p. 134). Though perhaps less vehemently debated, this point of view
 would have been even more believable in Britain, where some feudal trappings have
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 persisted to this day. In particular, it would have been near to the stance of Jefferies,
 who hated the rich bourgeoisie and the aristocracy equally and with deep fury.

 28. Quotations from Jefferies refer to the pagination of the Oxford UP text (Oxford,
 1980).

 29. Letter of May 1885, in TheLetters of William Morris to His Family and Friends,
 ed. Philip Henderson (London, 1950), p. 236.

 RESUME~

 Darko Suvin. La science-fiction victorienne, 1871-1885: l'eimergence du sous-genre de
 l'uchronie.-L'annee 1871 marque un soudain developpement de la SFau Royaume-Uni,
 ouvrant une periode de l'histoire du genre qui s'etend, selon les points de vue qu'on
 adopte, jusqu'en 1901 (Wells), jusqu'a la Premiere guerre mondiale ou jusqu'aux annees
 trente. Dans cette periode, les principaux sous-genres de la SFsont: les Voyages extraor-
 dinaires, les Guerres futures et les Uchronies (The Coming Race de Bulwer-Lytton, 1871,
 prefigurant en fait ces trois types). L'uchronie qui depasse et supplante l'utopie classique,
 comme "anatomie" statique, presente un lieu fictionnel alternatif articulant des solutions
 differentes aux problemes sociaux et produisant une alteration de l'histoire du monde
 imagine. On en trouve en 1871-79 deux variantes tendancielles: la version comico-
 satirique et la serieuse. Pour les textes de 1880-85, DS les classe en "grossiers" et "rela-
 tivement sophistique's"' L'auteur e'tudie un groupe principal de 33 recits publies entre
 1871 et 1885 (bibliographie dans la note**). II analyse non seulement les caracteristiques
 formelles des differentes versions et thernatiques de l'uchronie, mais aussi les conditions
 ideologiques et sociales qui leur conferent une raison d&'etre et une signification. La valeur
 critique et le degre de reussite esthe'tique de Flatland d'Edwin Abbott (1884-qui anti-
 cipe Zamiatine) et d'After London de Richard Jefferies (1885-qui prefigure la fiction
 de Wells et au-dela) sont particuli&rement mis en lumiere. (L'essai de DS est la prepu-
 blication d'un chapitre de son livre SF in Britain 1848-1900 'a paraftre chez G.K. Hall
 'a Boston, fin 1983.) (MA)

 Abstract.- The year 1871 witnesses asudden development in UK SE, opening a period in
 the history of the genre which extends-according to the point of view one adopts- to
 1901 (with Wells's The First Men in the Moon), to the First World War, or even into the
 1930s. The principal sub-genres of this period in SF are the Extraordinary Voyage, the
 Future War Novel, and the Alternative History (Bulwer Lytton's The Coming Race
 prefigures all three). The Alternative History, which succeeds and supplants the Classical
 Utopia cum static "anatomy," presents an alternate fictional place displaying various
 solutions to current societal problems through an imagined alteration (varying in extent)
 of world history. Focusing on a group of 33 such Histories (as specified in note**), Suvin
 finds that those of the years 1871-79 can be classed as either "comico-satiric"or "serious, "
 and those of 1880-85 as "coarse"or "relatively sophisticated."His analysis is directed not
 only towards identifying the formal characteristics and thematic concerns of such Alter-
 native Histories but also the ideological and social conditions which give them their raison
 d'etre and their significance. The high points of the sub-genre through 1885, both from
 an aesthetic point of view and as social criticism, come with Edwin Abbott's Flatland
 (1884; which anticipates, inter alia, Zamiatin) and Richard Jefferies' After London
 (1885; which looks ahead to Wells and beyond). (RMP)
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